Arkema Expands Its Polymer Range for the Medical Market with the Introduction of Kynar® MED PVDF

With a proven legacy in high performance materials for medical applications, Arkema now announces the expansion of its technical polymer range dedicated to this market to include select Kynar® PVDF resins.

The introduction of Kynar® MED PVDF will enable Arkema to support its customers in developing high performance products within this rapidly growing market sustained by demographic changes (an aging population), an increase in the quality of life in emerging countries, and the development of ever-more-complex medical devices requiring highly specialized materials.

Kynar® MED PVDF resins complement Arkema’s existing range of specialty polyamides developed for the medical market (Pebax® MED, Rilsan® MED, Rilsan Clear® MED, and Rilsamid® MED), offering medical device producers a broad selection of technical properties during their product design phase.

Kynar® MED PVDF resins meet the requirements of the USP Class VI standards and the tests of ISO 10993 parts -4 and -5.

The first resin to be added to the range is Kynar® 720 MED. With excellent resistance to chemicals, UV radiation, and gamma, steam, and ethylene oxide sterilization, this product is a material of choice for the extrusion of medical tubes, injection of flexible parts, and specialized medical packaging.

Arkema is committed to providing polymers with outstanding quality and tailored performance for medical applications, with dedicated production sites for each product. In addition, any change in specifications or manufacturing location for these grades will be communicated to customers 12 months prior to any such change.

In accordance with the Arkema Group’s medical policy, technical polymers outside of the MED range are not permitted by Arkema for use in medical applications.

Kynar® MED resins are available worldwide and are sold by traditional MED technical polymer distributors.

A designer of materials and innovative solutions, Arkema shapes materials and creates new uses that accelerate customer performance. Our balanced business portfolio spans high-performance materials, industrial specialties and coating solutions. Our globally recognized brands are ranked among the leaders in the markets we serve. Reporting annual sales of €8.8 billion in 2018, we employ approximately 20,000 people worldwide and operate in close to 55 countries. We are committed to active engagement with all our stakeholders. Our research centers in North America, France and Asia concentrate on advances in bio-based products, new energies, water management, electronic solutions, lightweight materials and design, home efficiency and insulation. www.arkema.com
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